The impact of mammalian gene regulation concepts on functional genomic research, metabolic engineering, and advanced gene therapies.
Regulation of heterologous gene expression is of prime importance for a wide variety of basic and applied biological research areas including functional genomics, tissue engineering, gene therapy, and biopharmaceutical manufacturing. Initial gene regulation strategies employed endogenous responsive elements, which resulted in pleiotropic interference of transgene expression with host regulatory networks. Current regulation systems are binary and consist of chimeric transactivators and responsive target promoters of heterologous bacterial or insect origin, or they contain artificially designed components. Regulation of generic systems is based on binding of a transactivator to its cognate promoter, which is modulated by specific molecules such as antibiotics or hormones and brings the transactivation domain into contact with a minimal promoter, thereby inducing target gene expression. Binary gene regulation concepts have been significantly refined in recent years with a focus to improve their regulation performance and their compatibility with human-therapeutic use. In this review we present a detailed analysis of currently available mammalian gene regulation systems and document progress that has pioneered the use of such systems in various aspects of human therapy.